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ABSTRACT

We obtain the two Hamiltonian structures of the KP hierarchy following the method of
Drinfeld and Sokolov. We point out how the second structure of Drinfeld and Sokolov needs 10 be
modified in the present case. We briefly comment on the connection between these structures and
the W]+oo algebra.
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Integrable systems [1,2] have many interesting properties. In particular, they are bi-

Hamiltoiiicin systems. In simple terms, what this means is that these systems are Hamil-

tonian with at least two distinct Hamiltonian structures (Poisson brackets) [3]. This plays

an important role in proving the integrability of the system. A second interesting feature

of the integrable systems is that with any such nonlinear equation is associated a linear

equation which leads to a Lax representation [4] of the original equation in the form

— = [L,A] (1)

where L and A are known as the Lax pair and are pseudo-differential operators associated

with the linear system. It was shown some time ago [5,6,7] that the Hamiltonian structures

of the original integrable system can be obtained from the symplect ic structures associated

with the space of pseudo-differential operators for a given problem. Drinfeld and Sokolov

[7], in fact, gave a systematic procedure for constructing these Hamiltonian structures

starting from the Lax operator for a given problem. Very briefly, in their method, for a

Lax operator

one defines a dual operator Q with the inner product

Tr LQ = fdx Residue (LQ) = FQ{L) (3)

where the residue simply stands for the coefficient of the 5 l term in the product. (In-

cidentally, Tr satisfies the cyclicity property.) The first two haiiultoniaii structures of the

system can then be identified from the brackets

{FQ{L),Fv(L)}t = Tr(L[£?,l1) (4)

{FQ(L),Fv(L)}2 = Tr (L(QL)+V - (LQ)+LV) = FV(L(QL)+ - (LQ)+ L) (5)

In our discussion, A± will denote respectively the parts of the pseudo-differential operator,

A, containingnonnegative and only negative powers of d. These brackets aie antisymmetric
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and ran be shown to satisfy the Jacobi identity. Furthermore, they autoiuatirally lead to

compatible Hainiltonian structures for the original integrable system in the sense that any

linear combination of the two Hamilton!an structures also defines a Hainittoniaii structure

of the system.

The KP (Kadomtsev Petviashvili) equation [8] is a 2+1 dimensional integrable system

and has the form
d (du 1 &u du\ _ 3 d2u

dx \di ~ 4 a? " 3 u di) ~ 4 W ( '

The dynamical variable u(i, y) is a function of two space variables x, y and the KP equa-

tion leads to alt the 1 + 1 dimensional integrable equations upon appropriate reduction.

(Incidentally, the KP equation with opposite dispersive behavior can be obtained with a

simple redefinition of variables.) The KP equation as well as the entire hierarchy associated

with it can be obtained from the Lax operator [9j

= d +

and the Lax equations

m= 1,2,3,...

(7)

(8)

Here we identify t{ — z and tj = y. Let us note here that for m = 2, the Lax equation

leads to constraints among the coefficients, u,'s, of the form

The dynamical equation for m = 3 gives

Otln 3l/y f?3 li(> Olio fOiUi 0ll2\

which can be shown, upon using the constraints in Eq. (9), to be equivalent to

dt dx3 dx
\ _ 3 d'u
) ~ *~

(9)

(10)

(11)

This is the KP equation (see Eq. (6)) if we identify u0 = u.

In this letter, we will derive the Hamiltonian structures associated with the KP hier-

archy following the method of Drinfeld and Sokolov [7]. Note that given the Lax operator

L in Eq. (7), we can define the dual operators (the derivatives are supposed to act to the

right)

$ = f>«. v=1£dmvm (12)
n=0 m=0

so that

FQ(L)= Tr ( IQ)= / ! > „ , „ (13)

where the integration is understood to be over both the space variables x, y which we

suppress. It is now straightforward to calculate and show that

n,m=0

Here qj,*1 = ", It now follows from Eq. (4)

{FQ(L),Fv(l)h = Tr{LlQ,V\)

that

^ n,m=O

(14)

n,m=0 •• *=I
(15)

Tht- first Hiuniltimian structure of the KP hierarchy can now be read out immediately.

{«„(•*••!/),"n,(:r',!/')}l = b(y - y')\ - V ( - 1)* T , un+m-k(x,y)d$

* = i

(1C)
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This can, of course, be compared with the original derivation of Watanahr [10,11).

The first bracket of Drinfeld and Sokolov is known to lead to a HariiilUmiaii elesciiption

of the Lux equation with the Humiltonian

1 Tr Lm+1 = —!— I Res Lm+l

Namely,

Eqnivalently,

In fact, noting that

m + 1

di
{I,

dtm

TrL =

TrI 2 =

TrL4 = 4 I (u3 +3uiu0)

we can explicitly calculate the lowest order equations

= ^ (consistency)
Ox

dkuv

which are identical to Eqs. (9) and (10).

To derive the second bracket, we rewrite Eq. (5) as

{FQ{L),FV{L)}2 = Fv((LQ).L -
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(17)

(18a)

(186)

(19)

(20)

(21)

A straightforward calculation, then, leads to the result

= / £ »~(*,V)\Y,(-l)'""+1Ck*m+»-il+i(*,v){aiq»(x,y))

n+1

m—1 / m — i— 1

( (22)

x, y))

n m — i — 1

i=0 t=0 *=1

The second Ilainilt.oiiian structure can now be resd out to be

' - •>[ ( - ! -" ' •

"' *Ck Ui(i,y)9*um+n_j_i_,(i:,i/)

E (-1'1 "
Explicitly, the few lowest order brackets take the form
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{uu(x,y),iim(x',y')}3

" + 1 C t

t = i

{u,(x,y),um(x',y')}2

(24)
* = i

- «')

J r = l

ck

Normally, the second Hamiltonian structure in the Drinfeld-Sokolov formalism is ex-

pected to give a Hamiltonian description of the Lax equation as

(25a)

Equivalently,

dun (25ft)

Iti fart, for tlu: present case, we can work out the first few equations explicitly and they

have the form
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f

dtt"

dun

= -x— (consistency)

in>H2}2 = -z-jr + 2 ' "+ 1 - '
t

0.^3)2 = s~r +6u0 -5—t- 3

(26)

-

It is clear that the (j-equation in (26) is different from Eq. (9) or (20) and the naive

expectation fails. The reason for this failure is not hard to see. Conventionally, in a

generalized KdV system, the Lax operator is a pure differential operator. In the present

case, however, L contains both positive and negative powers of d and this leads to the

difference. For example, note that in the present case,

dtn
(27)

It is the second term which is absent in a generalized KdV system. In terms of Poisson

brackets, then, Eq. (27) implies

^ = {u,,H*},+J{uH,ua}, Real—1

= {un,Hm)3 - £(-1)* "Ct un-kd* Res I—1
(28)

It is clear, therefore, that if we take the Drinfeld-Sokolov bracket of Eq. (23) as

the Hamiltonian structure of the KP hierarchy, then Hm's will not be the appropriate

Hamiltonians for the system. Consequently, we can either look for modified Hamiltonians

or modified Hamiltonian structures. Since //™'s define conserved quantities of the system,

we choose to modify the Hamiltonian structure of Eq. (23). To this end, we note, with a

little analysis from Eq. (27), that we can write

(29)



Substituting this into Eq. (28), we immediately obtain

^ = <•..*•>* = I > .

where

A'nm = {un(x,y),um(x',y')}2.

n-1 m-1

) E E <

(30)

(31)

The antisymmetry of the last term in Eq. (31) is obvious. Furthermore, it can be shown

easily that the additional term in Eq. (31) is nothing other than the third compatible

Hainiltonian structure [12] in the method of Drinfeld and Sokolov, namely,

{FQ(L),FV(L)}3 = jdxdy (I dx' Res [L,Q\\ Res [L, V] (32)

It follows now that the modified Hamiltonian structure in Eq. (31) automatically satis-

fies the Jacobi identity. The existence of the second Hamiltonian structure, as we have

argued, is quite important in the study of the iutegrability of the system. For example, it

immediately gives the recursion relation between the conserved quantities as

Fur tlirrmorc, it also allows us to understand the geometry of the phase space iiruch better

[13].

Finally, we will like to emphasize that while the brackets in Eqs. (16) and (31) define

genuine Hamiltonian structures on the space of the pseudo-differential operators of the type

in Eq. (7), they are not true Hamiltonian structures of the KP hierarchy. This follows

from the fact that the coefficient functions, un 's, are constrained by the relation in Eq. (9)

and the brackets in Eqs. (16) and (31) do not satisfy these constraints. In such a case,

9

the true Haiuiltonian structures call be obtained as Dirac brackets (I4j. The nonlinear

nature of the constraint relations makes it obvious that the true Poisson brackets, even

the simplest («u\ will br nonlinear. It is, of course, the linear nature of the bracket iu

Eq. (1G) which has led people to conclude [15] that the Hamiltoiiiau structure of the KP

hierarchy is isomorphie to the Wi+oa algebra [16] just as one of the Hamiltouian structures

(in fact, the second structure) of the KdV hierarchy is isomorphie to the Virasoro algebra

[17]. In fact, it is only fair to say that one of the Hamiltonian structures on the space of

pseudo-differential operators of the kind in Eq. (7) is isomorphie to the WI+K, algebra.

Details of this work will be published elsewhere.
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